










Medium-sized fashion retailer Mensingen redesigned the ground 
floor of its main store in Bottrop. Since two planning and project 
management teams worked on the store simultaneously, one part 
of the womenswear sales floor now boasts the mining-inspired 
motto “God’s Speed in Bottrop,” while the other segment has the 
appearance of a greenhouse.

Instead of offering the standard coffee counter, Modehaus Men-
sing in Bottrop now serves its shopping weary customers refresh-
ments in a “Drinking Hall,” which is typical for the Ruhr Region. 
It is decorated with mining lamps. In the background, a coal car 
serves as a merchandise display. Moysig Retail Designs, a compa-
ny based in Herford, created the “God’s Speed in Bottrop” for this 
portion of the sales floor. “My staff was very enthusiastic when the 
drafts were shown. However, they said that we’d have to renovate 
the Young Fashion Department as well so that there would not be 
too much of a visual downgrade. While it is located a few steps up, 
it is still on the groundfloor,” explained the general manager. He 
listened to his team’s advice. Given that time was of the essence, 
he commissioned a second project team – Dutch company  Vorm 
Martini – to ensure that this sales floor, which comprises 205 
square meters would get its own contemporary visuals in synchro-
nicity with the “God’s Speed” concept. The ground floor conversi-
on progressed through three construction phases while the store 
remained open for business the entire time. The door and air cur-
tain systems on the two entrances were replaced; while new floors, 
ceiling installations, electronical components, light and ventilation 
were all updated. The retailer chose to go with LED lighting. The 
project work concluded in March. 

Local reference 

“We have had an overwhelming response ever since. Our female 
customers thank us for the shopping experience when they talk 
to our sales associates. Most of the compliments we receive are 
related to the local reference,” says a pleased André Gunselmann. 
The German slogan “Glück auf Bottrop” (God’s Speed in Bottrop) 
and matching graphics designed specifically for this purpose now 
adorn the walls of the groundfloor.  However, these signs are not 
even needed for shoppers to understand the story the department 
is highlighting since the characteristic elements of the region have 
been integrated. The charming side of the industrial culture is 
communicated in a modern way that is anything but corny. In the 
leading role: the famous Bottrop landmark – the tetrahedron – a 
triangular overlook tower built in the shape of a pyramid, which 
sits on top of a mining mound. Tetrahedron structures can be 
found next to light installations, on chairs, merchandise displays 
or the coal black 3-D wallcovering in the “Exquisit” department. 
The transition to the modern woman section is identified by the sil-
houette of a coal mining tower, which functions as a room divider. 
Mining lamps set the mood by casting light on the merchandise 
tables. Furniture emulating the design of transportation cars are 
used in the middle room, while mining helmets are mounted to 
the ceiling for decoration. The “Drinking Hall,” which is so typical 
for the Ruhr Region is located on the front end of the sales floor 
and serves as a meeting and rest area. It beckons shoppers and 
their companions to enjoy refreshments. “Our new socializing 
zones attract so many guests that the restaurants in the vicinity are 
beginning to get worried,” says a smiling André Gunselmann.
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Lots of green 

The Ruhr Region is a very green area. Many visitors are surprised 
when they discover this fact. Stylized trees that cover the pillars 
and support beams represent the wooded areas that can be found 
all around Bottrop. The floor coverings are also inspired by nature 
and radiate warmth. An oak design by Objectflor was used to co-
ver the loop, while different oak flooring from Joka was installed in 
the presentation areas. The walls, which are painted in green en-
sure that the transition to the Young Fashion area is seamless. The 
latter is reminiscent of a greenhouse. The backwalls in front of the 
three display windows have been removed so that they are now 
completely open, which creates a transparent, inviting atmosphe-
re. The other design components of the Young Fashion area is just 
as relaxed, easy and airy. The eye catcher is a large steel frame in 
the middle of the room with mosaic flooring. It is surrounded by 
oak parquet supplied by Weitzer Parkett. Additional steel frames 
and tables of different sizes, heights and in a variety of colors 
have been distributed across the store. Carpeting neutralizes their 
“levelheadedness,” as do the numerous greenhouse accessories 
and of course all the live plants, some of which are displayed in 
pots while others hang from the ceiling. “At a first glance, some 
shoppers were under the impression that we are a new flower 
shop. People are impressed because they’ve never seen fashion 
displayed this way,” reports André Gunselmann. An employee 
from the decorations department is now in charge of tending to 
the amazing green décor, which has to be watered once a week. 
In terms of merchandise selections, Mensingen Mhas combined 
brand areas and multi-label worlds with each other. Only a single 
shop featuring the original furniture of the vendor has been integ-
rated. “This shop fits harmoniously into our design. We would not 
have accepted something that stands out like a foreign object.”

 
 

 

 
 
 

Caption Page 12: 
Top: Mine helmets “installation” hanging from the ceiling.
Left: “Glück auf Bottrop” – premium fashion presentations and 
local references are certainly not mutually exclusive.

Caption Page 13: 
Left: Lush plant cover in the Young Fashion “greenhouse.”
Bottom: Lots of contrasts: At Mensing, the Young Fashion presents 
itself in a “greenhouse theme” – large open display windows and 
lots of live green plants.
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